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Abstract—The Dummy Rounds Side-Channel Attacks countermeasure scheme for digital design has been proposed in
earlier work. Its experimental evaluation and analysis revealed
weaknesses that resulted in the proposal of an enhanced Dummy
Rounds scheme. In this paper, we present the implementation
of the proposed enhancement of Dummy Rounds scheme in
PRESENT cipher and provide its experimental evaluation using
Welch’s t-test. We further propose several novel modifications of
Dummy Rounds scheme as a solution to other security problems
we have encountered. Novel Dummy Rounds scheme, namely
its modifications proposed in this paper, are superior to earlier
proposed schemes in terms of side-channel leakage prevention.
Index Terms—cryptography, round-based ciphers, hiding in
time, hiding in consumption, SCA countermeasure, hardware
implementation, dummy rounds, FPGA, side-channel attacks

I. I NTRODUCTION
Contemporary cryptographic devices are using strong modern ciphers to achieve the highest level of security. However,
these devices are still vulnerable to so-called side-channel
attacks (SCA). A side-channel is the information that is unintentionally leaked from the device, and that can be exploited
to reveal the secret information. The side-channel attacks
are based on analysis of power consumption (Differential
Power Analysis (DPA) [1], [2], [3] and Correlation Power
Analysis (CPA) [4] attacks), electromagnetic radioation [5],
acoustics [6], execution time, and more.
Side-channel countermeasures, in general, are techniques
used in digital system design to achieve increased attackresistance against SCA. A lot of them apply to programmable
hardware designs. SCA countermeasures can be divided into
several classes. However, some countermeasures are on the
border of those classes.
A. SCA Countermeasures
Masking is based on mixing the intermediate value with
a random value, i.e. some random value is used for masking
of intermediate value before being used as an input of some
cipher algorithm part. This randomness is after that unmasked
from the output value of that algorithm part. As a result,
the device power consumption corresponds to some random
(masked) value and does not correspond to intermediate
value itself [7], [8]. Arbitrary protection order masking can
be achieved by Threshold implementation [9] or DomainOriented Masking [10].

Hiding confuses the attacker by the execution of the critical
operation at various time moments among various encryptions
(hiding in time) or by employing other sources of power
consumption (hiding in power). Dual precharge logic [11] [12]
can be considered as a hiding technique, as its goal is achieving
constant consumption (more precisely switching activity) of
the device. Principle of Hiding is always the same – achieving
of constant or random device power consumption. Constant
power consumption gives the attacker no information about
values being processed, and random consumption randomizes
correlation of the values and consumption.
B. Our Contribution
The SCA countermeasures can be implemented on both
the hardware and software level. The Dummy Rounds countermeasure is hardware countermeasure inspired by several
software countermeasure principles. The main contribution of
this paper is the implementation and experimental evaluation
of modifications proposed in [13]. Another contribution is
also the proposal of new modifications created during the
implementation and evaluation of the proposed ones. These
modifications have also been experimentally evaluated.
II. P REVIOUS W ORK
In [14], Jeřábek et al. proposed a scheme to make hardware
implementations of Feistel Networks [15] and SubstitutionPermutation Networks [16] more resistant against SideChannel Attacks (SCA) such as Differential Power Analysis
(DPA) [1], [3]. The countermeasure is called Dummy Rounds
and it is inspired by more software SCA countermeasures,
such as Dummy Cycles [17], Random Order Execution [18],
or Shuffling [19]. Some ideas of Dummy Rounds appeared
before in software implementation [20] and specialized cryptoprocessors [21]. Later in [13], Jeřábek et al. analyzed some
vulnerabilities of Dummy Rounds scheme and proposed its
modifications. However, this paper lacks practical implementation and evaluation.
III. D UMMY ROUNDS C OUNTERMEASURE
The Dummy Rounds method is a technique for implementing Hiding in time and Hiding in consumption countermeasure.
The Dummy Rounds scheme employs the fact that the cipher
networks consists of similar rounds. It further assumes that

the implementing hardware can execute M > 1 rounds in
a clock cycle. This arbitrary execution is supposed to hide
the real computation from an attacker, who employs the fact
that power consumption depends on processed data during the
computation.
All the M rounds are cascaded in each clock cycle. The
controller chooses a random number µ, m ≤ µ ≤ M , where
the minimum m is another architectural constant – minimum
processed algorithm rounds in each round. The result of the
first µ rounds is used as the result of that clock cycle. The
results from the other rounds are discarded, see Figure 1.

an option of the first round as dummy one. It that case, the
intermediate result is written again in the same register. The
design is in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Desing B implementing option of firts dummy round.

B. Design C

Fig. 1. Dummy cycles countermeasure scheme [14], simplified.

Experimental evaluation of initial Dummy Rounds scheme
proposal in [14] on the PRESENT cipher [22] gave almost
satisfactory results. The biggest weakness was in the first clock
cycle because of the first round is never dummy (including
therefore the most leaking first cycle). The weakness was
confirmed by analysis proposed in [13].

As seen from the Table I later in the results, the usage
of empty cycles, where all rounds are dummy, worsened the
results of the t-test significantly. During these cycles, all
rounds process random values and no new intermediate data
are available. Therefore the values stored in registers do not
change, and power consumption differs significantly in comparison with active cycles, where new computed intermediate
value is stored into the registers.
In pursuit of making power consumption more even and less
dependent on specific configuration, dummy registers were
added into the circuit. These registers were used only during
empty cycles and a random value is then written in there overwriting another random value. Usage of the dummy register
causes a random power consumption similar to overwriting an
intermediate value in the real register. The design is in Fig. 3.

IV. P ROPOSED D UMMY ROUNDS M ODIFICATIONS
At first, we have implemented new earlier proposed Dummy
Rounds for PRESENT cipher. We have implemented everything according to [14] and [13] without any future work
proposals of those papers. We named this version as Design
A. We have done several measurements for this design to
compare it with proposed Dummy Rounds implementation.
The scenarios are the same as in [14] and we have also
measured only 100 000 traces as it has been done in the paper.
A. Design B
The initial design did not allow a lot of configuration, so
we implemented another version of PRESENT with Dummy
rounds countermeasure from the ground up. This time the
number of valid rounds in each clock cycle was not determined
by the in-circuit generator, but the random values are sent
together with plaintext and the key. This modification gives
us the possibility to have one bitstream and use it for more
(not so much random) scenarios. We have also implemented

Fig. 3. Desing C implementing dummy (shadow) register for empty cycles.

C. Design D
The first implementation of dummy registers was more of
an ad-hoc approach than a rigorous solution. To make the most
out of added registers, their effect needed to be extended to
active rounds without adding any leakage.
Fortunately, the next version satisfied both requirements.
Valid and dummy registers became indistinguishable, and their
contents switched after each clock cycle. The switching means
that new random value will always overwrite valid data and
vice versa. An overall number of changes in every register

A. Measurement Setup
All versions of design have been implemented and evaluated
on the SAKURA-G board [23]. Our first goal was to directly
compare our newly implemented Design A with initial Dummy
rounds implementation results. For that reason, only 100 000
power traces were measured during these scenarios.
Since Design B further was the amount of measured power
traces raised to 1 000 000 according to [24] in the rest of the
scenarios, where our new implementation, including all new
latest enhancements, is evaluated.
We used SICAK toolkit [25] to control implemented design,
obtain power traces from PicoScope 6404D oscilloscope [26]
and evaluate results with the Welch’s t-test [24]. To provide
support for our version of PRESENT cipher specialized measurement plug-in was also developed. Using this plug-in is
possible to easily create configurations of (pseudo)random
runs of the encryptions through the (pseudo)random numbers
sent together with key and plaintext.
B. Results
We have measured several scenarios with different versions
of designs. Here can be seen the table of used designs and
scenarios and their maximal t-values and also graphs with
measures t-values in time, where vertical lines show edges
of clock cycles.
Design A gives better results for the strictly random scenario. The maximal t-value 19.98 is still approximately four
times bigger than the allowed threshold according to [24] with
only 100 000 measured power traces. There is still the most
significant problem after the first clock cycle, as it has been
proposed and discussed in [13]. The result of random Dummy
Rounds scenario is visible in Fig. 5.
For Design B, the maximal t-values are bigger than for scenario A.06. However, it is also because of 1 000 000 measured
power traces per scenario. It can be seen as a paradox, but the
best result has the scenario with some active rounds during
the first clock cycle. There is enormous t-value of 1291.42
when there is no active round in the first clock cycle. This is

Setup

A.01
A.02
A.03
A.04
A.06
B.09
B.10
B.11
C.12
D.13

1 round per cycle, 32 cycles
2 rounds per cycle, 16 cycles
8x3 + 8x1 rounds per cycle, 16 cycles
alternating 3 and 1 rounds per cycle, 16 cycles
random 1 to 3 rounds per cycle, 16 cycles
random cycles
random cycles, first clock cycle not empty
random cycles, first clock cycle empty
random cycles, first clock cycle empty
random cycles

Max.
t-value
142.32
288.96
353.03
242.87
19.98
60.31
47.99
1291.42
19.16
14.27

because no change in the register after the first cycle makes
the switching activity in two first cycles wholly dependent on
used plaintext.
This problem is well solved with dummy (shadow) register
in Design C. The modification gives result t-value 19.16, which
is the best to this point. The t-values of this scenario are in
Fig. 6. With Design D, the switching registers modification
gives even better result with maximal t-value of 14.27 in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 5. Scenario A.06 t-values.
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Fig. 4. Desing D implementing switching registers.

TABLE I
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Fig. 6. Scenario C.12 t-values.
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should be completely random, even in cases of multiple consequent empty cycles. Design implementing this countermeasure
enhancement is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 7. Scenario D.13 t-values.

The improvements of Dummy rounds proposed in this
paper makes the method much more competitive with other

known side-channel attack hardware-level countermeasures.
Excluding Threshold implementation [9], which is very area
consuming and unsuitable for lightweight devices, there is
no countermeasure, which is standalone providing first-order
DPA protection [27]. That is the same for Dummy rounds.
However, Dummy rounds standalone provides better results
than other countermeasures. It is usual to combine more
countermeasures to protect the device. Dummy rounds are a
competitive candidate to become one of these usually used
countermeasures. The t-value 14.27 measured for scenario
D.13 (shown in Fig. 7) is relatively close to the level of 4.5 and
very competitive considering values for other countermeasures
used in [27] standalone.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We have implemented proposed enhancements of Dummy
Rounds countermeasure scheme in PRESENT cipher and
evaluated them experimentally. We also propose new solutions
to the problem of the scheme with the first-round leakage. As
our experimental evaluation in PRESENT cipher shows, our
method using another intermediate data register and switching
both registers (random value and intermediate value) in each
clock cycle is successful. We have evaluated the information
leakage by Welch’s t-test, and maximal t-value of our best
design is 14.27, which is competitive, considering values for
other previously proposed countermeasures. As a byproduct,
the plug-in for SICAK tool user-defined configurations generation was also developed.
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